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Porus launches innovative flagship Bauci chair  
Bauci chair debuts internationally at 100% Design 

London, UK – September 2014 – Porus is launching internationally its first flagship product 

named Bauci. Bauci is a modular chair concept designed to provide high comfort and consists 

of three individual pieces that can be combined seamlessly with one another. It might fit any 

existing interior design with personality thanks to its elegant and timeless design and its 

numerous possibilities of personalization.  

Inserting a new chair in an existing living room is often synonymous with redecoration and 

renovation. But the reality can be more cumbersome than the theoretical “perfect piece”. 

Colors, fabrics, wood tones and little space can make the decision process from the idea to 

the realization more challenging than expected.  

Porus team set out to solve this problem with an innovative modular system that incorporate 

design, great comfort and quality, adding style versatility, thanks to its various base design 

and fabrics and colors.  

“It is a chair but it is many chairs in reality” explains Ana Gomes, founder and director of 

Porus. “it is a concept that let the future user shape it the way he wants, and thus it makes it 

easier to find the solution he was looking for” she adds.  

Bauci features two backrest sizes, three different design base, many colors, fabrics and wood 

tones. And of course, being a chair it has to be comfortable, and for this reason it comes with 

molded foams with selected densities that provide a pleasant seating experience.  

Bauci has been design by a team of designers and engineers who have worked together and 

thought through features to create the easiest possible way to have a design chair that can be 

final shaped by the future user. This has been possible mixing technology and design with a 

modular approach, which makes it simple to personalize each chair at a reasonable price, 

and even produce bespoke versions on request, without compromising the personality and 

the comfort of the chair.  

As a result, it is very easy to change the look of Bauci even once the chair is already in the 

living room, giving the user the possibility to refresh it when he wants thanks to Bauci’s easy 

assembling and cover system combined with the range of additional fabrics and colors 

provided by Porus. 

Bauci is made in Portugal and features a durable solid wood frame, comfortable compact 

molded foams, and a selection of premium quality fabrics and eco-leathers in several colors. 

Bauci is available in various finishes, from residential to contract suited versions.  

Bauci is displaying and available to order at 100% Design, Interior Hall, Stand L236, 

September 17-20th. High and Web resolution pictures and Press Kit available at 

www.myporus.com/pages/press . For more information and/or interviews, please contact Ana 

Gomes at tenho.perguntas@myporus.com or at +351 966 459 667.  


